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To emerge as a destination for
higher education by transforming
learners into achievers by
creating, encouraging and thus
building a supportive academic
environment.

VISION
To impart Quality Technical Education and to undertake
Research and Development with a focus on application and
innovation which offers an appropriate solution to the
emerging societal needs by making the students globally
competitive, morally valuable and socially responsible
citizens.

MISSION

QUALITY POLICY
To impart Quality Technical Education and to undertake Research and Development with a focus on
application and innovation which offers an appropriate solution to the emerging societal needs by
making the students globally competitive, morally valuable and socially responsible citizens.

CAMPUS BUILDINGS

ABOUT NRCM
Narsimha Reddy Engineering College (NRCM) is promoted & managed under the inspiring & dynamic
Chairmanship of Sri. J. Narsimha Reddy and a fleet of dedicated members. This is the first institution
belonging to  JAKKULA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY  was established in 2007 to serve the people of this
backward region of the state of Andhra Pradesh (India). The institute has total built up area of around
200000 sq ft., with well-designed airy Classrooms, Laboratories, Seminar hall, Conference hall &
Administrative section. The built up area is well above the requirement, prescribed by the All India
Council for Technical Education, New Delhi. 
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In today's dynamic world, engineering plays a pivotal role in shaping the
future. Innovations and breakthroughs in science and technology are the
driving forces behind global progress. As an engineering college, we are
not just a place of learning but a hub for innovation and creativity. Our
mission is to nurture and inspire the next generation of engineers,
researchers, and problem solvers.
"Engineering�is�the�art�of�directing�the�great�sources�of�power�in�nature

for�the�use�and�convenience�of�humankind."�

Our college has a rich tradition of nurturing young minds and fostering
innovation in the field of engineering. As we step into another academic
year, I am filled with optimism and a sense of purpose. Our college is not
just a place of learning; it's a community where dreams are shaped, ideas
are born, and knowledge is transformed into real-world solutions.

"Behind�every�achievement,�there's�an�intricate�network�of�support.�I'm
here�to�ensure�that�the�gears�of�NRCM�turn�seamlessly�for�your

success."�

Our college has a rich history of academic excellence and innovation. As
we embark on another academic year, I am excited about the
opportunities and challenges that lie ahead. In today's world, a strong
financial foundation is crucial to support our mission of providing the
best possible education and resources to our students and faculty.

"Investing�in�knowledge�to�build�a�brighter�future."

Our college has a legacy of excellence in engineering education,
research, and a tradition of nurturing exceptional talent. We have
consistently strived to create an environment where ideas are born,
dreams are realized, and the next generation of engineers is sculpted.
"Cultivating�the�minds�of�future�engineers,�we�shape�the�blueprint�of

tomorrow's�innovations�and�progress."

Our college stands as a beacon of learning and innovation, where
knowledge is cultivated, and dreams are realized. We have a legacy of
producing engineers who have gone on to shape the world, and I am
honored to lead this institution in continuing this tradition.

"Engineering�is�not�just�a�profession;�it's�a�passion,�a�commitment�to
shaping�the�future."
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J. Trishul Reddy has eloquently articulated the significance of
technology, top-notch placement opportunities, and a senior
faculty team dedicated to nurturing students' growth. These pillars
are instrumental in sculpting a promising and prosperous future
for our students, equipping them for success in the dynamic world
beyond.

J Trishul Reddy
Secretary, NRCM

Chairman Shri J. Narsimha Reddy passionately emphasized the value
of hard work in his speech, citing his own journey to success as an
example. He shared how his dedication and relentless effort had been
pivotal in achieving his goals. His inspiring words served as a
testament to the fact that diligence and perseverance can truly lead
to remarkable accomplishments, motivating others to follow a similar
path to success.

J Narsimha Reddy
Chairman, NRCM

Read More
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FRESHMAN ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 2K22
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Vasagiri Venkata Lakshminarayana popularly known as JD Lakshmi Narayana,
is an Indian retired police officer and politician from Andhra Pradesh. He served

as the Additional Director General of Police in Mumbai, Maharashtra. He is
known for leading the investigations like OMC Scandal, Emaar Properties, Y S

Jagan Mohan Reddy Case, Satyam Scandal and Disproportionate Assets.[1][2]
He had previously held the post of Joint Commissioner of Police of Thane,
Maharashtra and before that as Inspector general of police Rank under Y-
category security for dealing with high-profile corruption cases.[3][4] He
contested from Visakhapatnam constituency in the 2019 Indian general

election from Jana Sena Party.

29.OCT.2K22
V.V LAKSHMI NARAYANA
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FRESHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS

Freshers day is the start of the new journey of life. It is an
informal kind of Introduction to the seniors. faculty, members,

and the institution as well. This is usually celebrated in colleges
and universities to welcome the new batch of students. 

This party is thrown by the seniors who include fun. music, and interaction
with this party and is basically for the new batches that join the

organization or an educational institute.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERINGCOMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

FDP/Workshop/training programs Organized by Faculty:FDP/Workshop/training programs Organized by Faculty:
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To inculcate Professional behavior, with strong ethical
values, and research capabilities.
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FDP/Workshop/training programs Organized by Faculty:FDP/Workshop/training programs Organized by Faculty:

1. Honey Well Conducted Hands-on Expererience Workshop for improving skills in their fields.
2. Internships Programs and its Importance workshop conducted for the students by "ValueLaden". 
3. Hackathon and Coding Content 2K23 Conducted for the intra College Students to explore the

Knowlede and Skills in their Particular Domain to make Excellence.

Coding Contest/ HackathonCoding Contest/ Hackathon

www.nrcmec.org @narsimhareddyengineeringcollege
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COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING (EMERGING)COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING (EMERGING)

Read More

1. One Week Workshop On  Societal Applications Of Block Chain Technology And Cyber Physical
Systems   From 10th July To 15th July,2022 
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Read More

ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 

The department of ECE was started in the year 2007 with an intake of
60 students. The intake was increased to 120 students from 2008 and
180 students from 2012. A Separate block is provided to develop the

department as a centre of excellence.
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ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

Read More

EEE is the power Department of the NARSIMHAREDY ENGINEERING COLLEGE.
With the growing demand for Electrical Engineers in the Government and

private sectors, the Department is endeavouring to produce highly
trained and capable engineers who can take up the challenges of the

real world. Academic Instruction Delivering Methodology and guideline
for conducting various co-curricular and extra-curricular are designed to

produce competent and successful engineers.
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FRESHMAN ENGINEERINGFRESHMAN ENGINEERING
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Induction ProgrammeInduction Programme
Induction program was organized to familiarize newly enrolled BTech students with the academic
environment. Subjects such as English, mathematics, physics, and chemistry were covered,
emphasizing their relevance to engineering life. This comprehensive approach boosted students'
confidence and provided insights into how they can effectively tackle the challenges that lie
ahead in their academic journey.

In an effort to prepare B.Tech first-year students for success in the corporate world, a
comprehensive Soft skills classes incorporating technical skills, a computer-aided exam was
introduced, allowing students to assess and improve their proficiency. The expert English faculty
played a crucial role in refining communication and soft skills, recognizing their importance in
today's competitive job market. This holistic approach ensures that students not only excel in their
technical competencies but are also well-equipped to navigate the demands of the corporate
world, where effective communication and soft skills are highly valued.

Soft Skills training programs attended by Students:Soft Skills training programs attended by Students:
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERINGMECHANICAL ENGINEERING
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FDP attended by Faculty:FDP attended by Faculty:

Industrial VisitIndustrial Visit

Mr.Subhrajit Sahoo, an Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering branch, NRCM has achieved
the quintessential excellence in his academic pursuits. His veracity and sanguine spirit in
attending the Faculty Development Programme on "Problem Solving Through Programming Using
C" at IIT Madras are truly resplendent. Furthermore, his certificate as a “Python Developer” attests
to his commitment to continuous learning and skill development, marking a remarkable
achievement in his career.
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sac @NRCMsac @NRCM
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Read More

sac inaugurated  NRCM

student activty center started
at nrcm On 5th dec 2022
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FDP/Workshop/training programs attended by Students:FDP/Workshop/training programs attended by Students:

Industrial VisitIndustrial Visit
The Department of Civil Engineering organized a field trip to Nagarjuna Sagar Dam On 15th
December 2022, to study the dam elements and its Construction practically. The Students as well
as the faculty got an opportunity to observe the techniques and technology involved in the
construction of the dam and Power House and Nagarjunakonda Archaeological Museum.

www.nrcmec.org @narsimhareddyengineeringcollege

Read More
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CIVIL ENGINEERINGCIVIL ENGINEERING
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
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Read More
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The Department of Management Studies at NARSIMHA REDDY ENGINEERING
COLLEGE was established in the year 2009 with an aim to impart high quality,
value based and career oriented education in the field of Management. The

Department offers a Post-Graduate Degree in the fields of Marketing, Finance
& Human Resource Management with an intake of 60 Students per year.
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women's day celebrations

International Women's Day, celebrated on March 8th, is a global
day celebrating the social, economic, cultural, and political

achievements of women. It also serves as a call to action for
accelerating gender parity and promoting women's rights and

empowerment worldwide.
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EDITORIAL BOARDEDITORIAL BOARD

Chief�Editor's�MessageChief�Editor's�Message
“NRCM PULSE” is a reflection of our commitment to excellence and a
testament to the incredible talent that our college fosters. It’s a
platform for sharing knowledge, ideas, and inspiration.
NRCM is dedicated to fostering a well-rounded educational experience,
seamlessly integrating rigorous academics with meaningful social
engagement. As you flip through these pages, you’ll gain insights into
the daily triumphs and milestones that our students and faculty have
achieved, making us proud and continually pushing the boundaries of
what’s possible.

www.nrcmec.org @narsimhareddyengineeringcollege

Editor-in-Chief

Enjoy your journey through this issue, and we hope it leaves you inspired and informed.
Best wishes for delightful reading!

- Editorial Team

"The red pen in an editor's hand is like a sculptor's chisel, chipping
away the excess to reveal the true form of a literary work."

EDITORIAL BOARD MEMBERS

Mr. D Srinivas
Asst. Professor & Dean ICT

Asst. Professor - CSE
Mr. T Krishna Murthy,

Asst. Professor - CSE (Emerging)
Mrs. Radhika,

Asst. Professor - ECE

Mrs. Pavithra Neelam,
Asst. Professor - EEE

Mr. V Pradeep Kumar

Asst. Professor - FME

Mr. Ashraf Ali,
Asst. Professor - ME

Mr. Subhrajit

Asst. Professor - CE

Mr. Venkateshwar Reddy
Assoc. Professor - MBA

Dr. Angati Srinivasa Rao
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